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1.0

INTRODUCTION, SCOPE & APPROACH

This report summarizes the results of a study of high use truck movement corridors in
Chittenden County conducted in 2012 for the Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission (CCRPC). CCRPC initiated this study to more fully understand trucking activity
in the County and enhance its ability to plan more effectively to manage and support this
activity. CCRPC conducted the study under its Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP).
1.1 | SCOPE AND A PPROACH

This study examined patterns of truck movement within, through and to and from
Chittenden County. It employed existing data and information available from the CCRPC,
the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) and municipalities. As needed and
possible, the study consultant collected additional data and information and employed
research from related studies as appropriate.
In addition, the consultant identified and interviewed a sample of goods movement industry
stakeholders and municipal officials in order to obtain information and perspectives on
issues, concerns and needs that supplement the quantitative data used for truck movement
analysis.
Using these data and information, the study identified and assessed existing truck activity
patterns and concentrations in Chittenden County. The study also reviewed and summarized
qualitative information on roadway locations, intersections and operational issues affecting
truck travel in the County.
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2.0

FINDINGS

This section describes the key findings of the research and assessment conducted for this
study. It provides information on existing truck movement patterns at a regional level and
identifies certain truck mobility and safety issues that are appropriate for addressing further
through the CCRPC’s MPO planning process.
2 . 1 | V O L U M E S & PAT T ER N S
VERMONT STATEWIDE VOLUMES AND PATTERNS

In 2007, over 52 million tons of freight with a value of $58 billion passed through Vermont.
Excluding trade with Canada, domestic freight movements accounted for approximately 69
percent (35.8 million tons) of the total, with 27 percent (9.7 million tons) inbound,
outbound, or internal to Chittenden County.1
CHITTENDEN COUNTY VOLUMES AND PATTERNS

This study found that the highest volumes of truck traffic in Chittenden County are mainly
concentrated on the Interstate Highway System (I-89 and I-189) and in the most urbanized
areas of the County. Figures 1, 2 and 3 provide locations (road segment and spot locations)
of daily truck traffic volumes and High Crash Locations within the entire County and within
the urban core of the County during 2012.2

VTrans, Vermont Freight Plan: Final Report (May 2012).
All available data were collected from the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) and the
CCRPC, and were adjusted to 2012 using the VTrans Redbook values by functional class.
1
2
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FIGURE 1: 2012 AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRUCK TRAFFIC IN CHITTENDEN COUNTY
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FIGURE 2: ZOOM-IN AREA OF DAILY TRUCK TRAFFIC IN CHITTENDEN COUNTY URBAN CORE
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FIGURE 3: DAILY HEAVY TRUCK3 TRAFFIC IN CHITTENDEN COUNTY URBAN CORE

From the data and preceding figures, one may observe that greatest levels of heavy truck
activity typically correspond to more densely developed downtown and town center areas as
well as zones with high concentrations of freight operators (shippers and receivers). In
addition, it is clear that some roadway segments that experience high truck volumes are also
facilities where notable overall congestion occurs during peak times. Examples include
routes VT 2A and US 2.
The study found the highest truck volumes at the following locations, categorized by
roadway functional class:

Note: A “Heavy Truck” is a defined as a single-trailer truck with 3 or more axles or a multi-trailer
truck with 5 or more axles (FHWA Vehicle Classes 8-13).

3
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ROADWAY FUNCTIONAL
CLASS

LOCATION/SEGMENT

TRUCK VOLUME
(TRUCKS/DAY)

Interstate

I-89 between Exit 14 and 15

3,600

Arterial

US 2 east of Shunpike Road

1,400

VT 2A, Essex Junction

> 500

Collector

Local

Rural

Industrial Avenue, Williston

950

Kellogg Road, Essex Junction

1,000

Mountain View Road, Williston

400

Harvest Lane, Williston

380

VT 15, Jericho

680

These truck volumes correspond to about 7 to 10 percent of the total daily volumes on each
of these roads. High Crash Locations (HCLs) on VT 15 east of Lime Kiln Road in
Colchester, VT 2A/Industrial Avenue in Williston, and US 2/Industrial Avenue in Williston
also experience high truck volumes, which may be a contributing factor to the HCL.

2 . 2 | I D ENT I F IC A T I ON O F CH ITTENDEN COUN TY LOGISTIC S
CLUSTERS

A Logistics Cluster is a sub-regional geographic zone with significant concentrated logistics
activity. Its main defining feature is that it includes facilities upon which is focused a high
level of trucking and other goods movement activities. Typically, a Logistics Cluster would
include multiple warehouses and/or distribution centers, value-added manufacturing
facilities and/or facilities that support a particular industry’s supply chain (e.g., coffee
roasting, packaging and shipping). Logistics Clusters are often located in an area with
convenient access to high-capacity transportation facilities, including freeways, freight
railways, port (air or sea), or intermodal transfer facilities. Defining facilities in this manner is
useful for understanding freight operations in the context of their sub areas, and to both
maximize their existing efficiency and plan improvements to accommodate future
anticipated changes.
Based on an assessment of the density of truck movement-related facilities and patterns of
truck movements themselves, the consultant identified the following five (5) Logistics
Clusters in Chittenden County:
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LOGISTICS CLUSTERS IDENTIFIED IN CHITTENDEN COUNTY
1)

Williston/Taft Corners Cluster

2)

Williston/Industrial Avenue Cluster

3)

Burlington/South End Cluster

4)

Essex/Kellogg Road Cluster

5)

Exit 17/Colchester/Milton Cluster

Figure 4 shows the geographic location of each of the Chittenden County Logistics Clusters.
Following the figure is additional detail for each Cluster.
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FIGURE 4: CHITTENDEN COUNTY LOGISTICS CLUSTERS

WILLISTON/TAFT CORNERS LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Williston/Taft Corners Logistics Cluster is bordered by I-89 to the south, Shunpike
Road to the north, Harvest Lane to the east, and the City of South Burlington border to the
west. It contains major big box retailers with significant logistics demands such as FedEx,
UPS, Wal-Mart, and Home Depot, as well as many warehouses, distribution and light
manufacturing/service facilities. It is shown in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5: WILLISTON/TAFT CORNERS LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The freight mobility/safety issues that either were observed during field visits or raised by
industry or municipal stakeholders (see Section 2.3) near the Williston/Taft Corners
Logistics Cluster include:






High truck volumes mix with high volumes of passenger vehicles near retail core
Reliable access to and from this cluster is impeded by congestion at the
VT2A/Marshall Avenue intersection and by congestion at the VT2A/I-89 Exit 12
intersections, where truck traffic comprises between 2 and 3 percent of the overall
intersection volumes during the peak hour. However, the highest truck volumes at
these intersections occur mid-morning, when they comprise nearly 9 percent of the
overall volumes.
Significant potential for additional warehouse and distribution facility development
exists
Incompatible residential uses (e.g., Kirby Lane) lie within and adjacent to the
Logistics Cluster

WILLISTON/INDUSTRIAL AVENUE LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Williston/Industrial Avenue Logistics Cluster is located in the northwest corner of
Williston along Industrial Avenue between Williston Road (US 2) and North Brownell
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Roads. It contains a densely developed collection of trucking, manufacturing, aggregate
extraction, and office uses. It is shown in Figure 6.
FIGURE 6: WILLISTON/INDUSTRIAL AVENUE LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The freight mobility/safety issues that either were observed during field visits or raised by
industry or municipal stakeholders (see Section 2.3) near the Williston/Industrial Avenue
Logistics Cluster include:





Access to and from the Cluster is impeded by problems with intersection of VT
2A/Industrial Avenue, including poor geometry, residential abutters and severe
recurring congestion
High truck volumes mix with high volumes of passenger vehicles along Industrial
Avenue
Signalized intersection of Industrial Avenue with US 2 is poorly aligned and
confusing for motorists

BURLINGTON/SOUTH END LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Burlington/South End Logistics Cluster is bordered by Flynn Avenue to the south, the
Burlington Waterfront Rail Yard/Maple Street to the north, Pine Street to the east, and Lake
Champlain to the west. It contains warehouses, utilities, a rail yard, and offices. This
Logistics Cluster has been evolving for at least a decade from being dominated by industrial
uses (truck intensive) to more of an office environment; this evolution continues as there are
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still some vacant/underutilized industrial sites that are ripe for redevelopment. The Logistics
Cluster is shown in Figure 7.
FIGURE 7: BURLINGTON/SOUTH END LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The freight mobility/safety issues that either were observed during field visits or raised by
industry or municipal stakeholders (see Section 2.3) near the Burlington/South End
Logistics Cluster include:





As this area is currently transitioning away from truck-heavy uses, few freight issues
were observed or raised
Champlain Parkway will not fully resolve significant congestion at Maple/Pine Street
intersection, although planned connection of Waterfront South area may improve
this situation
At this time, most of the alternatives under consideration in the Burlington Railyard
Enterprise Study envision a continuing role for the rail yard site in transloading of
bulk commodities for temporary storage of bulk commodities.
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ESSEX/KELLOGG ROAD LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Essex/Kellogg Road Logistics Cluster (Figure 8) is located in the southwest corner of
Essex bordered by Kellogg Road to the south, Gauthier Drive to the north and the Town of
Colchester border to the west. It contains warehouses, utilities, and offices. This Logistics
Cluster is predominantly occupied by the Green Mountain Coffee Roasters facility, which
recently expanded its footprint to about 300,000 square feet at this location. This facility will
generate an unknown additional number of daily truck trips to and from this Cluster.
FIGURE 8: ESSEX/KELLOGG ROAD LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The freight mobility/safety issues that either were observed during field visits or raised by
industry or municipal stakeholders (see Section 2.3) near the Essex/Kellogg Road Logistics
Cluster include:
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Mix of signalized intersections and driveways along Kellogg Road could be
simplified/ consolidated for safety
Intersection geometry at Kellogg Road/Susie Wilson Road makes it challenging for
large trucks to make turns without riding up onto curbs and/or shoulders, where
truck traffic comprises between 3 and 4 percent of the overall intersection volumes
during the peak hour. However, the highest truck volumes at these intersections
occur in the early morning and the early afternoon, when they comprise between 4
and 5 percent of the overall volumes.



Cluster access is impeded by recurring congestion at intersection of Kellogg Road
and Susie Wilson Road as well as at intersection of Susie Wilson Road and VT15

EXIT 17/COLCHESTER/MILTON LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Exit 17/Colchester/Milton Logistics Cluster straddles the northern border of the Town
of Colchester and the southern border of the Town of Milton; it is bordered to the west by
I-89 and US 7 to the east. This Logistics Cluster is less densely developed than the other
four, although with room for expansion especially along Catamount Drive and direct access
to I-89, it has growth potential. Uses consist of primarily warehouses, aggregate extraction,
compressed natural gas (CNG) processing and distribution and storage facilities; it is shown
below in Figure 9.
FIGURE 9: EXIT 17/COLCHESTER/MILTON LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The freight mobility/safety issues that either were observed during field visits or raised by
industry or municipal stakeholders (see Section 2.3) near the Exit 17/Colchester/Milton
Logistics Cluster include:


Congestion on the northbound I-89 off-ramp at US 2
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The recent establishment of the NG Advantage CNG facility within this cluster will
likely increase daily truck traffic to and from the cluster, not only from the firm’s
own CNG tanker vehicles but also from vehicles accessing the natural gas fueling
station being installed at the facility

2 . 3 | E M ERG IN G L O G I S T IC S C L U S T E R S

In addition to the five logistics clusters described above, there are at least two locations
within Chittenden County that hold potential for significant future growth in logistics
activities and related truck traffic: Essex/Sandhill Road/Allen Martin Drive area (Figure
10) and Colchester/Exit 16/US 2 area (Figure 11). Because it is important for long-range
transportation planning in the County to acknowledge the potential impacts on highway
investment demand that current development trends suggest, this study has designated these
two areas as “emerging logistics clusters.”
FIGURE 10: ESSEX/SANDHILL ROAD/ALLEN MARTIN DRIVE EMERGING LOGISTICS CLUSTER
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This area is experiencing significant redevelopment of existing industrial and distribution
facilities as well as construction of new logistics-oriented facilities. A former IBM building
on Allen Martin Drive has been razed to make way for a new multi-structure commercial
and logistics complex. In addition, at least two warehouse and distribution centers are
currently under construction or in the final local approval process on Thompson Drive and
Corporate Drive, both of which are accessed via Allen Martin Drive. More development of
light manufacturing, warehouse, and distribution facilities is anticipated in the near-term
because of land availability and the growing confluence of firms that share similar logistics
needs and characteristics. Key truck traffic considerations for this emerging logistics cluster
include:


Lack of direct road connection to VT 289 (Circumferential Highway), I-89 and
other NHS facilities, meaning that the residential area on Sand Hill Road west of the
cluster may experience growing truck traffic.



Safety and operational constraints for truck traffic related to (a) the grade and
topography on Sandhill Road between Allen Martin Drive and VT 117; and (b) the
intersection of Allen Martin Drive with VT 15.

FIGURE 11: EXIT 16 CORRIDOR EMERGING LOGISTICS CLUSTER
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Over the last few decades, significant development pressure has had a sizable impact on the
US 2/7 corridor near the I‐89 Exit 16 interchange in Colchester. Simultaneously, this
corridor has grown to become a key arterial that connects Burlington and Winooski to
points north, which further burdens the corridor with significant commuting pressures. The
Exit 16 corridor’s proximity to I-89 makes it a relatively desirable location for truckingoriented business activity, including commercial, light manufacturing, warehousing and
distribution centers. The recent Exit 16 Corridor Studies undertaken on behalf of the
CCRPC identified various existing and projected mobility and safety issues in this area as
well as detailed plans for addressing them through infrastructure investment and operations
and management strategies. It will be important for the CCRPC, VTrans and the Town of
Colchester to fully consider the likely impacts of truck traffic of these and other changes
(e.g., land use) as they are programmed for implementation.

2.4 | MUN IC IPAL OFFIC IAL AN D INDU STR Y STAK EHOLDER
I N T ER V I EW S

For this study, the consultant interviewed a variety of municipal and industry representatives
in order to obtain their perspectives on the most pressing freight mobility issues in
Chittenden County. Municipal interviews were conducted with representatives from the
Cities of Burlington and South Burlington, and the Towns of Essex and Colchester. The
following stakeholders representing the freight community were also interviewed: Carpenter
Motor Transport, ABF Freight Systems, Priority Express, and New England Motor Freight.
Highlights of those interviews are provided below; additional details can be found in the
Appendix.
MUNICIPAL CONCERNS

Municipal representatives generally had few major concerns about truck traffic. The Cities of
Burlington and Winooski are the only local municipalities that designate truck routes within
their borders (see Figure 12); other municipalities do not presently see the need to have
designated truck routes in their communities. The concerns raised do not necessarily
coincide with the Logistics Clusters described previously in Section 2.2.
The following bullets summarize the thoughts/concerns of municipal representatives
regarding freight transportation in Chittenden County:


City of Burlington:
−

−
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The City typically designs intersections prioritizing pedestrian movements
over truck turning radius needs; however, curb return radii are expected to
meet the needs of buses and trucks on major roadways into and out of the city
Because many of the City’s designated truck routes abut residential
neighborhoods, there may be a perception by residents that trucks are
inappropriately traversing these neighborhoods; most complaints the City

−
−


receives from residents in this regard flow from the Hill neighborhood and
may be related to truck deliveries serving the UVM Redstone Campus
Requests for loading zones within the City of Burlington are reviewed on a
case-by-case basis; there are no time of day restrictions on loading zone use
Truck route enforcement by the City of Burlington is not considered a priority
by City police and is minimal

Officials of other municipalities cited the following “hot spots” and improvement
needs:
−
−
−
−

US 2 westbound @ Kennedy Drive - Longer turn lane/wider turn radius
needed
VT 15 eastbound @ Susie Wilson Road– It is difficult for trucks using the
inside left turn lane to maneuver through the intersection
Susie Wilson Road @ Kellogg Road – This is a high crash location with PM
peak hour congestion
VT 15 @ Allen Martin Drive – The queue storage length is inadequate to
accommodate truck volumes (current and future)
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FIGURE 12: DESIGNATED TRUCK ROUTES
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INDUSTRY CONCERNS

The following bullets summarize the thoughts/concerns of freight operators regarding
freight transportation in Chittenden County:








The Chittenden County Circumferential Highway (Circ) alternatives may not
adequately accommodate tractor-trailers between Williston and Essex
There is a lack of public understanding/education about truck operations and needs
Local regulations and zoning are not coordinated among neighboring municipalities
The West Allen Street transition to the Winooski Circulator is difficult for longer
trucks to negotiate
Traffic signal timing on VT 15 at St. Michael’s College and on Marshall Avenue in
Williston needs to be revised
There is significant traffic congestion during peak hours on Marshall Avenue,
Industrial Avenue, and on US 7 at the Exit 16 southbound on-ramp
There are constraints for trucks attempting to make turns along Industrial Avenue
and Marshall Avenue

2.5 | SUMMAR Y OF STUDY FIND IN GS

While Chittenden County is not a “major freight hub” from a national perspective, it is clear
that the County does encompass a significant number of facilities and roadways that handle a
variety of trucks on a daily basis. These range from relatively small industrial buildings to
very large manufacturing, warehousing and distribution centers. This study sought to put
forth a framework within which the CCRPC and its partner agencies (public and private)
may plan more effectively for accommodating and facilitating safe and efficient freight
movement throughout the County.
The concept of “Logistics Clusters” provides the CCRPC with a planning tool through
which investments and projects with significant potential for return on investment and
enhanced transportation system performance may be identified and prioritized. This is
particularly applicable with regard to preserving the viability and reliability of current access
routes between the Logistics Clusters and the region’s high-capacity corridors (e.g., I-89, US
7, US 2, etc.). It is well-documented across North America that warehouse and distribution
centers, which rely on such access to survive, will and do move to more reliably accessible
locations within a metropolitan region, even when that site requires a more circuitous
routing for its truck operations. The relationship between existing Logistics Cluster access
routes and those Clusters’ continued economic viability should therefore be considered a
CCRPC priority.
This study also identified certain inconsistencies and disconnects in addressing truck
movement issues between municipalities and between the public and private sectors in
Chittenden County. The future collaboration of policymakers and industry stakeholders is
essential in addressing current infrastructure deficiencies that hinder the ability of trucks to
get safely from origin to destination near the Logistics Clusters. This collaboration will also
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ensure that any negative impact of trucks on nearby land uses or on passenger transportation
will be minimized and isolated to the extent possible.
Among the options that the CCRPC could pursue is establishing a “High Use Truck Route
Network” for appropriate areas of Chittenden County. Such a Network would focus on
ensuring routes to and from Logistics Clusters, including both routes that connect with highcapacity highway facilities and roads that link a Cluster with its main local service area(s), are
planned, monitored and preserved for continued safe, reliable and efficient freight
movement. Figure 13 provides a draft of how such a Network within the County’s urban
core might be established.
The establishment of a High Use Truck Route Network would not only help address today’s
issues, but would also would help address future issues resulting from the dramatic growth in
truck traffic forecast in the region by 2035. According to the Vermont Freight Plan (May
2012), truck volumes on US 7 south of Burlington and the entirety of VT 15 in Chittenden
County are forecast to grow by 40-60 percent between 2007 and 2035. I-89 and US 7 north
of Burlington are forecast to grow by 20-40 percent during this same time frame.
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FIGURE 13: EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE CHITTENDEN COUNTY HIGH USE TRUCK ROUTE NETWORK
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3.0

RECOMMENDED CCRPC ACTIONS

The following is a set of actions the CCRPC can take to further pursue planning and
investment related to preserving important existing trucking road facilities and facilitating
future management of areas, corridors and routes to ensure continued reliable, efficient and
safe access for trucks to and from Logistics Clusters.
3. 1 | DE V EL O P L O GI ST ICS C LU S TER A C C E S S A N D M OB I LI TY
PLANS

It is recommended that the CCRPC develop plans for ensuring long-range freight
transportation access and mobility for each Logistics Cluster. These plans could identify
actions and projects related to maintenance and preservation, transportation system
management and operations (TSMO)4 and transportation facility modernization,
improvement or expansion. Because some of these actions or projects would potentially
provide significant direct benefits to freight facility owners, shippers, operators and/or
receivers, there may be opportunities to pursue implementation through public-private
partnerships. Actions and project identified through these plans could form the basis for a
CCRPC “Freight TIP” (F-TIP), discuss in more detail below.
3.2 | ESTAB LISH AN INTER- MUN IC IPAL TRUCK ROU T E SYSTEM

It is recommended that the CCRPC work with the municipalities within the County’s urban
core, particularly those municipalities that host one or more Logistics Hubs, to establish a
system of truck routes that provide continuous and reliable routes across jurisdictions. The
findings of this study, including the example truck route map provided in Figure 9, could
form the basis for developing such a route system. As overall freight movement volumes
grow in the coming years and the density of development within the region intensifies, it will
be important to provide trucks with dependable, safe and physically sound routes for
pickups and deliveries across the County. Establishing an inter-municipal truck route system
that employs consistent standards and regulations between towns/cities/villages would help
facilitate continued freight and passenger vehicle mobility into the future.
3.3 | WORK W ITH VTRAN S TO ESTABLISH A FR EIGH T
PERFOR MANC E DATA COLLECTION PROGRA M

It is recommended that the CCRPC, in coordination with VTrans, establish a regular
program of freight performance data collection and reporting for Chittenden County. The
Vermont Freight Plan (May 2012) proposes a range of freight performance measures across
“levels,” performance categories, and transportation modes. Most of these measures address
Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO) is an integrated approach to
optimizing the performance of existing infrastructure through the implementation of systems,
services, and projects designed to preserve capacity and improve security, safety, and reliability.
TSMO may include intelligent transportation systems (ITS), incident management, emergency
management, automated traffic detection and surveillance and other tools that help improve overall
transportation system performance for people and goods.
4
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performance considerations at a statewide level based on existing categories of collected
data; however, they do not necessarily facilitate the more geographically fine-grained
measurement of performance that the CCRPC may wish to conduct and report at the
regional level. For example, the Vermont Freight Plan suggests using data on major market
lanes and border crossings as a means to measure truck travel time and reliability at the
statewide and corridor levels. For Chittenden County, however, where many of the critical
“last-mile” freight operations occur, delay and time-sensitivity related measures may be more
relevant and informative to understanding system reliability from the perspective of the
logistics industry. Such measures could include average hours of delay per day for trucks on
freight-significant links (e.g., High Use Truck Route Network) and Travel Time Index (TTI)
on those links (ratio of the peak travel time to free-flow travel time). As an initial organizing
concept for a data collection program, the CCRPC and VTrans could use the example truck
route system (Figure 9) and the five Logistics Clusters as focal points for such performance
measures and related data collection.
By establishing a more robust and systematized freight performance data collection program,
the CCRPC and VTrans would improve their abilities to conduct thorough assessments of
freight performance and system improvement needs. Further, establishing a freight
performance data collection program will help the CCRPC and VTrans respond to MAP21’s requirements for performance-based planning and programming.
3 .4 | ESTAB L ISH A “FR EIGH T T IP” (F -T IP)

Based on the results of this study as well as future logistics cluster access and mobility plans,
the CCRPC should consider establishing a “Freight TIP,” or F-TIP. The F-TIP is a means
by which the CCRPC can elevate the importance of freight movement to Chittenden
County’s economic success. This elevation can help ensure that the region pursues actions
necessary to maintain its economic development successes, and that the freight community
is adequately addressed from the perspective of regional transportation improvements and
funding allocation.
While many projects in the existing TIP will have a positive impact on freight movement
(particularly the Interstate or arterial systems), projects in an F-TIP would be those with the
greatest benefits for freight movement. Such projects would have a direct, significant, and
positive association with the flow of goods at intermodal facilities, near manufacturing,
office, or commercial locations, or in corridors. Such projects improve intermodal
connectivity, Interstate highway connector routes, operating conditions for commercial
vehicles, and access to economic activity centers. The benefits of the projects can be
expressed in terms of increasing safety, security, and efficiency, spurring economic activity,
creating jobs, and protecting the environment and the region's quality of life.
The Chittenden County Regional Freight Study Final Report (2001) suggests an approach
and framework for prioritizing freight-supportive projects for programming in the TIP. It
relies significantly on the types of performance data discussed in Section 3.3 above and
would enable the CCRPC to rank or prioritize projects based on their cost-effectiveness in
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addressing freight mobility, economic development and other goals. The simplest case is one
in which the projects have one primary performance measure (e.g., accident reductions),
which can then be divided by the cost of the project to obtain a cost-effectiveness measure
(e.g., cost per accident reduced.) Projects can then be ranked according to cost-effectiveness.
In cases in which multiple measures are relevant, it may be easier to categorize projects by
priority (e.g., high, medium, low), rather than attempting to list them in rank order.5
3 . 5 | P U R SU E IM PR O V E M E N T S W I T H N EA R - T E R M F R E IG H T
M OB IL I T Y B EN EF I TS

It is recommended that the CCRPC pursue transportation system improvements that would
have near-term benefits for freight mobility and, by extension, overall mobility for people
and goods. Under MAP-21, the new National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)
provides funding for construction and maintenance projects located on the newly expanded
National Highway System (NHS) – which includes the entire Interstate system and all other
highways classified as principal arterials. The NHPP will cover 90 percent of an eligible
project’s cost for Interstate projects and 80 percent for other projects on the NHS. If the
project is part of a State Freight Plan and located on the Interstate system, the federal share
may rise to 95 percent. If the project is part of the State Freight Plan and on the NHS
(excluding the Interstate), the federal share can rise to 90 percent.
Based on the data collected and assessments conducted for this study, several locationspecific impediments to truck mobility were noted in Section 2 of this report that could be
addressed through small-scale scoping or other methods for implementation within 3-6
years:

Chittenden County Regional Freight Study Final Report, Appendix E: Methodology for Evaluating Freight
Transportation Projects (CCMPO, 2001).
5
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LOCATION

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

ESTIMATED
IMPLEMENTATION
COST

ELIGIBILITY
FOR
ENHANCED
FEDERAL
COSTSHARING

Industrial Ave/US 2
Intersection: $5.34
Ensure current Industrial Avenue Corridor Study fully
Industrial

addresses truck mobility needs:6

Avenue

 Poor truck geometry at VT2A intersection

(Williston)

 Poor truck geometry and alignment at US2
intersection

million
Industrial Ave/VT 2A
Intersection:

No

$75,000 (Scoping)
<$1 million
(Implementation)

Identify and implement improvements to the state
and local road network in this location to improve
and maintain truck access to the Taft Corners
Logistics Cluster7
VT 2A/

 Ensure design of any planned improvements to the

Marshall

roadway connections between Exit 12 and the

Avenue

Logistics Cluster be adequate to accommodate

(Williston)

increasing truck traffic
 Management and operations, ITS, signage, signal

$45.6 million total over
four phases
(based on alternatives
contemplated in Exit
12 Scoping Study)

Yes
(for I-89
elements of
improvements)

optimization
 Establish truck routes that will be maintained and
operated to accommodate truck traffic growth
Kellogg

Apply access management and signalized

Road

intersection consolidation

(Essex)

Improve intersection geometry at Susie Wilson Road

$75,000 (Scoping)
<$1 million

No

(Implementation)
Possible

I-89 Exit 17

Reduce congestion/improve reliability of northbound

TBD through current

(for I-89

(Colchester)

off-ramp intersection with US2

Scoping effort

elements of
improvements)

6 Currently, VTrans anticipates constructing an upgraded Industrial Avenue/US 2 intersection in
FY15. In addition, the Industrial Avenue/VT 2A intersection is the subject of a scoping study as part
of the Circumferential Highway (CIRC) Alternatives Development Process.
7 CCRPC and the Town of Williston are currently completing a scoping study of improvements to VT
2A between and including Marshall Avenue and I-89 Exit 12.
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FREIGHT OPERATORS/CARRIERS
CAR PENTER MOTOR TR ANSPOR T
QUESTION 1: Is your company a local firm, or part of a national/regional carrier?
Local
QUESTION 2: How many trucks do you own/operate?






Tractor-trailers
Tandems
Oversize
Straight trucks

QUESTION 3: Do you have a logistics operation, or access to the logistics
resources of the larger firm?

Do their own routing and scheduling.
QUESTION 4: What type(s) of commodities do you haul primarily?

Primarily truckload. Recycling, US Mail contracts account for 50% of business
QUESTION 5: What is the primary geographic range of your business?







Local
In-state/regional
New England
New York
National

QUESTION 6: Do you do warehouse/distribution operations? No
QUESTION 7: Can you tell us about specific problems with the roadway network
in Chittenden County that create problems for your operations?
These may include safety hazards, congested roads, problem
intersections, insufficient turning radii, and so forth.

Unable to identify problem locations.
Need a signal at intersection of Commerce St at their terminal location, have been dealing
with the Town
Circ would have been beneficial to truck movements; options that were proposed for
Williston - Essex would not have worked for tractor trailers
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QUESTION 8: Can you list any regulatory problems that impact your efficiency?

Local ordinances
Vermont laws
ABF FREIGHT SYSTEMS, W IL LI S T ON T ER MI N A L
QUESTION 1: Is your company a local firm, or part of a national/regional carrier?

National
QUESTION 2: How many trucks do you own/operate?






Tractor-trailers - 28', 48'
Tandems - 28'
Oversize
Straight trucks

QUESTION 3: Do you have a logistics operation, or access to the logistics
resources of the larger firm?

Logistics done by ABF in Carlyle PA
QUESTION 4: What type(s) of commodities do you haul primarily?

Both truckload and LTL
QUESTION 5: What is the primary geographic range of your business?







Local - Burlington area 89s 7s
In-state/regional - I-89 corridor, Route 7 south corridor
New England
New York - Plattsburgh
National

QUESTION 6: Do you do warehouse/distribution operations?
QUESTION 7: Can you tell us about specific problems with the roadway network
in Chittenden County that create problems for your operations?
These may include safety hazards, congested roads, problem
intersections, insufficient turning radii, and so forth.

Winooski roundabout to W Allen St difficult to negotiate with a 48' trailer
No problems accessing terminal
Congestion at Exit 16 from companies in industrial park to I-89 southbound
Improvements to Route7 south to Shelburne has been very beneficial to truck movements
Public unfamiliar with tandem trailer operations.
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PRIORITY EXPRESS
QUESTION 1: Is your company a local firm, or part of a national/regional carrier?

Local
QUESTION 2: How many trucks do you own/operate? >50






Tractor-trailers
o Tandems
o Oversize
Straight trucks - 26'
Vans, cars

QUESTION 3: Do you have a logistics operation, or access to the logistics
resources of the larger firm?

Do their own logistics/routing
QUESTION 4: What type(s) of commodities do you haul primarily?
QUESTION 5: What is the primary geographic range of your business?







Local
In-state/regional
New England
New York - Northeastern
National

QUESTION 6: Do you do warehouse/distribution operations?
QUESTION 7: Can you tell us about specific problems with the roadway network
in Chittenden County that create problems for your operations?
These may include safety hazards, congested roads, problem
intersections, insufficient turning radii, and so forth.

1st location.
44.493291,-73.172729
Just before St. Mike's College on Rte 15 heading towards the college from Winooski.
Driving this direction when you get to the first lights the 2nd and 3rd sets of lights are timed
differently but are set so they are right next to each other in the line of vision. VERY
difficult to discern at night. We actually have had an accident at these lights.
2nd Location.
44.445653,-73.120176
The lights heading toward the interstate on this section of Marshall Ave do not allow traffic
to move towards interstate at a steady pace. The lights seem to favor traffic coming across
Marshall Ave. After hours at about 2200 + the lights go to a timed or sensored format.
Drivers have reported numerous instances later at night the lights not working at all.
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The new traffic flow on Williston Rd is still new and we will see how it effect traffic during
busy hours. It appears to be more efficient.
3rd Location.
44.461828,-73.122772
Beginning about right here on Industrial Ave drivers are constantly stuck in bumper to
bumper traffic driving towards 2A. Obviously rush hour is the worst. I have seen it back up
all the way back to Avenue A. I think the long term solution is to add a second right hand
lane. Right now there is a short Straight and right turn lane but only for the last few hundred
feet of Industrial. The flow of traffic is just too much for the street. Additional traffic flows
onto it from North Brownell Rd.
N EW ENGLA ND MO TOR FR E IGHT
QUESTION 1: Is your company a local firm, or part of a national/regional carrier?

National/Regional, terminal operation
QUESTION 2: How many trucks do you own/operate?





Tractor-trailers
o Tandems
o Oversize
Straight trucks

QUESTION 3: Do you have a logistics operation, or access to the logistics
resources of the larger firm?

Provide own logistics
QUESTION 4: What type(s) of commodities do you haul primarily?
QUESTION 5: What is the primary geographic range of your business?







Local
In-state/regional
New England
New York
National

QUESTION 6: Do you do warehouse/distribution operations?

No
QUESTION 7: Can you tell us about specific problems with the roadway network
in Chittenden County that create problems for your operations?
These may include safety hazards, congested roads, problem
intersections, insufficient turning radii, and so forth.

None noted
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QUESTION 8: Can you list any regulatory problems that impact your efficiency?

Local ordinances
Vermont laws
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MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
Note: Officials of Williston and Winooski were unable to schedule interviews with the
consultant during the information collection phase of this study.
C IT Y OF BUR LINGT ON , NOR M BA LDWIN , C IT Y ENGIN E ER*

The City believes the truck route system they have put in place is working ok, although the
City does not have the means to weigh trucks to determine borderline compliance. It does
keep trucks out of neighborhoods where they do not belong, except for local deliveries,
which cannot be restricted. His primary issue is the inherent conflict between different users.
He specifically mentioned the desire to reduce pedestrian crossing distances being in conflict
with providing proper turning radii for large trucks; and where that conflict exists, the City
will favor peds rather than trucks.
*Note: The consultant conducted an additional interview with Nicole Losch and Joel Fleming of the
Department of Public Works to clarify and update information originally collected.
TOWN OF COLCH ESTER , WARN ER RACKLEY, A SSISTAN T PUBLIC
WORK S D IR ECT OR

Truck Routes: Truck generators are centered in the area around Interchange 16 of I-89; no
need identified for truck routes.
Hot spot locations:
None noted. Improvements to Interchange 16 are programmed for 2014 as top priority on
Circ Alternative list. Blakely Rd/Route 7 needs improvement, but not truck related.
TOWN OF ESSEX, DENNIS LUTZ, TOWN E N GIN E ER/ P U B LIC WOR KS
D IR ECT OR*

Truck Routes: Town of Essex does not have any designated truck routes, nor do they intend
to do so. [Noted the Village of Essex Junction may.] Noted that there are three
corridors/areas in the Town where truck traffic is concentrated:


West Susie Wilson Bypass/Kellogg Rd, serving USPS, Green Mountain Coffee,
other warehouse/distribution sites. Truck travel is typically Kellogg – Susie Wilson
– Route 15 – I-89



Allen Martin Dr/Route 15 - Industrial Park development, primarily
warehouse/distribution, development pending



Town Center – potential for additional commercial development

Hot Spot locations:


Route 15/Susie Wilson Bypass: intersection was rebuilt with a large turning radius
(“overkill” in his perspective) for right turns. But making the left from Route 15
(dual left) can be difficult for trucks from the inside lane.
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Susie Wilson Bypass/Kellogg Rd: Poor Level of Service in PM peak, high accident
location. Difficult to resolve since the two heaviest turning movements compete for
green time.



Susie Wilson/Route 2A: Improvements are in progress

*Note: The consultant conducted an additional interview with Dennis Lutz to clarify and update information
originally collected.

C ITY OF SOU TH BURLIN GTON , JU ST IN RAB IDOU X, C ITY ENGIN EER
AND PUBLIC WORK S D IR ECTOR

Truck Routes: South Burlington does not have a formal program of truck routes, and does
not feel that would be of value. Feels that their land use has worked, and as a result they do
not have a problem with trucks in places they should not be, like residential areas. Justin is a
proponent of not building all locations large enough to accommodate the biggest trucks, as
that runs counter to other community objectives. Notes that there is some desire for
increased cargo handling at the airport, but that would be mostly air-to-air, not transfer to
truck.
Hot Spot locations:
Route 2 Westbound at Airport Dr/Kennedy Dr. This would benefit from
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Route 15/Allen Martin Dr: inadequate storage length for queues, could have better
truck accommodation. Particularly if/as industrial park occupancy grows.

